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Abstract 

 

Scaffolding is important in building construction and refurbishment. However, it must not block 

the public access, particularly those which might be useful for emergency. An example of poor 

fire safety management with a scaffold erected along public access in a residential estate of Hong 

Kong was presented. Such erection would lead to possible violation of at least three local fire codes 

of practice. Blocking public access would lead to hazardous consequences. In addition to affecting 

evacuation strategy in fire, challenges from Means of Escape, Means of Access and Fire Service 

Installations Codes are possible. Fire safety management should be implemented to ensure proper 

housekeeping.  

 

1.     Introduction 

 

Many fires occurred while having refurbishments in existing buildings, particularly with scaffolds 

erected [1]. As an example, a fire occurred in a 39-storey commercial complex on 15 December 

2021 [2]. The fire originated from an electrical switch room and spread to the scaffolding. As the 

building was under major renovation on some floors, the fire alarm systems and sprinklers were 

shut down. Customers and staff in a restaurant inside the complex did not even know there was a 

fire. Occupants had great difficulties in escaping from the building due to smoke. More than 1200 

people were evacuated from the building slowly. Some went to the rooftop of the building which 

functioned as a refuge floor. At least 13 were injured, with one in critical condition. The fire 

incident exposed a serious loophole in fire safety provisions that require a serious follow-up in 

regulations.  

 

Scaffolding is important in building construction and refurbishment. There are many problems 

associated with scaffolding as reported [3-10]. Repeated accident scenarios with scaffolding were 

studied by Szostak et al. [3]. Based on the information contained in the Information Technology 

Database, the course of the accident sequence was analysed. Further, scaffolding must not block 
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the public access. Fire safety management should be implemented to ensure all fire safety 

provisions are maintained properly. Examples are replacing broken door closers for fire doors, 

maintaining fire detection and alarm system and ensuring adequate water supply. Another area is 

on assisting the fire brigade when they arrive on site, such as informing firefighters of the available 

fire protection systems and guiding them to the site. 

 

An example of a scaffold erected along public access in a residential estate of Hong Kong is 

presented in this paper. Local fire safety codes have to be complied with [11-15]. Designing the 

fire safety management and other facility management schemes [16-25] is important. Evacuation 

strategy [26-36] has to be watched carefully. On top of fire, falling down under wind is another 

threat [37]. Good management on controlling the use of staircase would keep the means of access 

for firefighters free [11]. Smooth movement without any blocking would reduce the required safe 

egress time in case of fire.  

 

2.     An Example 

 

A scaffold was erected along the public staircase to a car park one level below as in Fig. 1, blocking 

the passage. The staircase has a fire hydrant beside it, and so it is most likely functioning as a 

Means of Access (MoA) in fires under local fire codes, similar to opening of fire doors in a building 

during refurbishment [20]. This scaffolding arrangement is not acceptable. Disaster similar to a 

previous local big fire during building refurbishment might occur. 

 

Such arrangement was very unsafe to reduce cost. This was not even handled immediately upon 

complaints. The estate management might be challenged in case of fire. Such procedure should 

not be allowed anymore again in other existing buildings. Passing this message clearly to those 

responsible for facility management is necessary. Fire safety management [16-25] should be 

implemented properly, not just appearing as a safety manual locked in the safe.  
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                                       (a) Scaffolding                    (b) Possible means of access 

           

                           (c) Public access to car park        (d) Scaffold cutting along the staircase 

 

Fig. 1: Scaffold erected 
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There is a guide on scaffolds issued [15] in 2006 by Buildings Department [15]. However, there 

is no mention of how to erect a scaffold in staircase, nor about not blocking any public 

staircase access, in particular the MoA [11] and the Means of Escape (MoE) [12]. General views 

from professionals appear to be quite confusing at the moment: 

 

• General building regulations forbid blockage of staircases and MoA [11] by whatever 

structures or materials, including scaffolds.  

• It is understood that the MoE [12] and MoA [11] should always be kept free, no blocking at 

any time as being cut along as in Fig.  1, without reporting to the government departments 

responsible for fire safety.  

• There was even misinterpretation that the staircase can be blocked as in Fig. 1, if there is 

another staircase nearby.  

• Water might not be delivered smoothly from the hydrant. There is possible violation against 

the Fire Service Installations (FSI) Code [13] and others [14]. 

 

For clear reference, perhaps this point might be considered in the next review [15], if any.  

 

3.     Fire Safety Management to Avoid Violating Fire Codes 

 

That scaffold has challenges against at least three local codes: 

 

• MoA code [11] for firefighters because car parks below had low ceiling height.  

• MoE code [12] for occupants because they might be blocked in the escape route. 

• FSI code [13] on making hydrants difficult to deliver water.  

 

As reviewed by Malhotra in 1987 [16] and Lui and Chow [17], the main objectives of fire safety 

management are to ensure that in case of a fire: 

 

• All the fire safety measures provided will be available. 

• Occupants will be able to use the fire safety measures. 

• Occupants will be assisted to escape to a safe place. 

 

Therefore, fire safety management plays at least three roles: 

 

• To ensure that the fire safety measures provided are kept in good order. 

• To initiate actions in case of fire which would help occupants to reach a safe place. 
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• To review the adequacy of existing fire safety measures when there is a change of building, 

change of building use and new technology on fire services installation. 

 

However, there are always problems while having refurbishment due to cost reduction, or some 

other reasons. Fire safety culture should be promoted [38-41] among occupants and even 

professionals. 

 

To ensure fire safety provisions would function, appropriate fire safety management with a fire 

safety plan should be worked out by the management with reference to the building and the 

occupancy.  

 

4.     Fire Safety Plan 

 

A fire safety plan should be prepared in fire safety management [16]. There should be at least three 

components: 

 

• Maintenance plan for proper keeping of fire safety system. 

• Staff training plan encompassing training schemes for staff. 

• Fire action plan with well-defined actions to take in case of fire. 

 

The maintenance plan should be implemented to avoid cases like Fig. 1 happening again. The 

following should be included to have good housekeeping: 

 

• While repairing damages, make sure no blocking of passive systems, particularly MoE and 

MoA as in Fig. 1.  

• Scaffold should not be erected to block the access, especially along the staircases. 

• Ensuring active systems such as hosereels and fire hydrants to operate smoothly.  

• The erected scaffolds should not interfere with smooth delivery of water from the fire hydrant 

as the firemen cannot operate the equipment smoothly. Fig. 1 shows a bad example. 

• Information and drawings on layout, escape routes and information signs should be readily 

available to occupants. 

• Routine checking by facility management staff is necessary. 
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5.      Safety Culture  

 

The proposal of introducing safety culture in handling public safety [38-41] on top of safety 

technology and safety management should be considered. These three elements should be operated 

as a tripod in Fig. 2. Tighter monitoring and punishment might be needed if there is any violation 

of codes [11-13]. 

 

The concept of safety culture in the Asia-Oceania regions might be different from other areas [42], 

but useful in monitoring implementation of fire safety management on controlling fire service 

installations. This is similar to the difficulties in controlling driving speed over the limit of 50 

km/hr in downtown! Perhaps, recruiting an independent management group to control is a solution. 

  

 
 

Fig. 2: Safety culture [Ivanov and Chow 2022] 

6.    Conclusions 

 

A better working schedule for scaffolding safety for an existing building should be worked out. 

The Facility Management Office must designate a Building Safety Officer in the estate to advise 

and monitor refurbishment and repairing work. Something like Fig. 1 should not happen.  

 

Facility management staff should be trained to handle fire safety. The management should at least 

increase the frequency of patrol for keeping proper discipline. Office staff, construction 

supervisors or even the Safety Officer should control the improper behavior of the workers.  

 

The fire safety management schedule applicable must be passed to the facility management staff 

clearly. Higher responsibility should be dedicated to the facility management office, or the 
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Building Safety Officer. To ensure building safety, fire safety culture must be promoted to control 

both the software fire safety management and hardware fire safety provisions. 
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